The Wall Street Journal has created a page that dynamically loads content from Facebook feeds that compare left-liberal feeds with right-conservative feeds.
(Is everyone familiar with this?) Facebook's stance on any particular image, post or meme, is chronically inconsistent. Flagged content is manually approved at Facebook, and when posts get flagged, they get an average of 10 seconds of review by a person (who is paid by the number of posts they moderate). Facebook on the whole seems to be overwhelmed, but more so, also defers to the public for direction on ethical decisions. Google is, however, trying to take a more proactive stance than Facebook.
How successful they are is another question.
Regardless, there is no industry standard for these ethical concerns.
meredith james | ethics | caa conference "The industry, it seems, is in a rather uncomfortable and unenviable position. Whether on account of their millennial founders or progressive outlooks, social-media platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook, are expected to address social justice and civil rights issues in some way. Whether their respective news sectionsMoments for Twitter, the trending news bar for Facebook-are curated or algorithmic, both companies are now critical journalistic tools as much as public forums. Perhaps they'd all be better off if they all had a policy to never comment on anything, ever. But as soon as Google decides, for example, to commemorate one event over another with a Google Doodle, the very act of acknowledging a tragedy (or not acknowledging a tragedy) becomes politicized. Silence becomes conspicuous."
